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A hybrid controller for vision-based navigation of autonomous
vehicles in urban environments
Danilo Alves de Lima and Alessandro Corrêa Victorino

N the last few decades, autonomous robotic automobiles
have been increasingly in evidence, given the fact several
gains for security, power consumption, efficiency, etc. are
involved. Although there were important contributions before,
it is after the DARPA Grand Challenges, held by the American’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
between 2004 and 2007 [1], that the potentiality of these
vehicles were tested. Nowadays, there are vehicles capable of
driving in different situations, for long distances and respecting
traffic laws [2]. However, these vehicles use high cost sensors,
some of them impractical for final commercial cars, limiting
the target customers. In addition, they must deal with some
problems caused by the environment where the car is inserted,
for example, the localization problems common related to GPS
signal losses, as described by many DARPA participants [1].
Hence, this leaves us several possibilities for new navigation
approaches based on low cost sensors, better suited for the
environment where the vehicle is inserted.
Sensor-based control is a useful strategy based on exteroceptive sensors data (such as sonar, radar, LIDAR, and vision
systems) to guide the robot during navigation tasks. This
can be extended for car-like robots, once their workspace,
mainly in the urban environments, is rich of perceptible
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information. Commercially, some manufacturers have already
used exteroceptive sensors in their drive assistance systems
(ADAS) for parking, lane keeping, collision alert, etc.
Focusing on local navigation strategies for road following, vision systems are a reliable low cost alternative which
concentrate a large number of environment data in a single
image [3]. The viability of implementing many computer
vision algorithms in hardware also increases the processing
speed and reduces the power consumption, common problems
in intelligent electric vehicles (IEVs). Visual Servoing (VS) is
one of the many ways to deal with this guidance problem using
visual features in a sensor-based navigation [4]. However, the
approaches based on VS do not directly change the velocities
of the vehicle to perform the obstacle avoidance, which is
essential in urban environments navigation.
In this context, we proposed a new reactive controller named
as Image-based Dynamic Window Approach (IDWA) [5], integrating the VS control methodology for road lane following
in the Dynamic Window Approach for obstacle avoidance [6].
However, following the desired road lane and avoiding obstacles are opposite tasks for the IDWA, which means that one
of these tasks will not be realized with the best performance.
Taking advantage of the VS (as deliberative) and the IDWA (as
reactive) controllers, in this paper we present a hybrid control
solution (VS+IDWA), where the IDWA works as a validation
method for the VS control outputs. The performances of the
proposed IDWA and VS+IDWA are validated experimentally
in simulation and in a real electric car. Initial results of
our methodology were presented in [5] and [7]. This paper
presents the complete methodology and a fully analysis of the
implemented controller results.
This article is organized as follows: before introducing our
hybrid control for visual navigation, a brief state of the art is
presented in the Section II; Section III presents the statement
of the problem, with some important definitions about the
robot model and the image features used; Section IV describes
the deliberative (VS) and reactive (IDWA) controllers and their
combination in the hybrid solution VS+IDWA; a discussion
about the controller convergence is presented in the Section V;
the experimental analysis and validation of the method, using
a simulated and a real autonomous vehicle, are detailed in
Section VI; and some conclusions and perspectives for future
works are given in the Section VII. Complementary information about the DWA methodology is given in Appendix A.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Vision systems play an important role in autonomous cars
application, due to the richness and versatility of the information that they supply [3]. These applications include monovision and stereovision cameras. Focusing on the navigation

Abstract—This paper presents a new hybrid control approach
for vision-based navigation applied to autonomous robotic automobiles in urban environments. It is composed by a Visual
Servoing (VS) for road lane following (as deliberative control)
and a Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) for obstacle avoidance
(as reactive control). Typically, VS applications do not change
the velocities to stop the robot in dangerous situations or avoid
obstacles while performing the navigation task. However, in
several urban conditions, these are elements that must be dealt
with to guarantee the safe movement of the car. As a solution
for this problem, in this study a line following VS controller
will be used to perform road lane following tasks with obstacle
avoidance, validating its control outputs in a new Image-Based
Dynamic Window Approach (IDWA). The final solution combines
the benefits of both controllers (VS+IDWA) for optimal lane
following and fast obstacle avoidance, taking into account the
car kinematics and some dynamics constraints. Experiments in
a challenging scenario with both simulated and real experimental
car show the viability of the proposed methodology.
Index Terms—Hybrid Controller, Visual Servoing, Dynamic
Window Approach, Obstacle Avoidance.

I. I NTRODUCTION

control area, VS is a robust way to deal with the vehicle guidance in urban environments, since it avoids car localization
problems, such as those from [1]. VS can be divided in two
main approaches: the Position-Based Visual Servoing (PBVS)
and the Image-Based Visual Servoing (IBVS) [4]. In the PBVS
the control objective is expressed in the robot’s Cartesian
Space and requires 3D information of the scene, which can
be estimated by monovision and stereovision cameras. On the
other hand, in the IBVS the control objective is expressed in
the image frame directly. Whereas PBVS better deals with
large errors in the features set, IBVS is more robust against
errors in the camera calibration [8].
Beyond these techniques, several control laws can be defined to allow a vehicle to converge and follow perceived
features and primitives in the image, for example, points, lines,
and ellipses [9]. These are called model-based approaches,
which require some geometrical knowledge of the environment. These controllers normally combine a features tracking
with the robot forward movement by means of task functions.
These approaches can also be adapted for pose stabilization
oriented by landmarks [10]–[12] and path reach and following [13]. Conversely, the appearance-based approaches use
a topological graph of the environment represented by key
images, which define the positions where the robot must
pass [14], [15]. It is important to mention that there are
many others VS approaches for nonholonomic robots, such
as: the hybrids approaches that combine the both IBVS and
PBVS information in a 2 1/2D visual servoing [16], and the
methods where no previous knowledge about the scene are
required [17], [18].
Although these visual navigation methodologies can guide
the vehicle, they do not directly change their velocities to
perform the obstacle avoidance. This is essential in urban
environments navigation, where the road boundaries and other
obstacles restrict the movement of the car. Considering the obstacle avoidance problem, some approaches define control laws
combining the VS task with some reactive obstacle avoidance
methodology (e.g., potential fields and tentacles) [15], [19],
[20]. These tasks are often merged in the control level by
some switching strategy which changes the task weight in the
presence of obstacles, which consequently changes the control
law. Moving obstacles may also be considered in this kind of
approach, as presented in [21].
Instead of just switching or changing the gain between the
deliberative and reactive strategies, we focused on a hybrid
strategy that could work directly in the robot velocity space.
The obstacle avoidance methodology must validate the VS
control input or choose an alternative which will result in less
VS error. In this context, in [22] was presented a method for
car-like robot navigation based on the validation of a Velocity
Vector Field in a Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) [6]. This
hybrid controller follows the vector field when it is valid, and it
avoids obstacles prioritizing the final orientation of the vector
field. Comparing with other reactive techniques, such as the
tentacles [15], [23], the tentacles approach uses predefined
paths (or tentacles) to choose the best one (regarding some
conditions) and then calculates the velocities to follow this
path, whereas the DWA calculates the reachable velocities

around the current ones, to choose among then the best one
related to some conditions (which may be similar to those
from the tentacles).
In this study, we will address the local navigation problem
of an autonomous car using the VS methodology for road lane
following with obstacle avoidance. The VS control will act as
a deliberative controller and its velocities will be validated
in a reactive controller based on the DWA. The VS uses an
image-based approach (IBVS) with a reduced feature set to
calculate a robot control input to track the road lane center. The
DWA defines a dynamic window considering the obstacles, the
current vehicle state, and some dynamic/kinematic constraints
to validate the current VS control input. When not valid, an
alternative for the control input must be selected to perform
the reactive obstacle avoidance with less VS error as possible.
To do so, the VS equations were integrated in the DWA,
compounding a new IDWA1 [5]. This combination results in a
hybrid controller (VS+IDWA) regardless the vehicle localization, diverging from the methodology presented in [22], which
required a global path planning and a localization system. This
work also diverges from the previous ones [15], [19], [20]
based on VS, because the obstacle avoidance proposed with
the DWA incorporates in an intrinsic way path following and
velocity control behavior in its calculation, without changing
the control law. Likewise [21], the usage of the DWA also
enables us to deal with moving obstacles, as described in [24],
which will be left for future research.
III. S TATEMENT OF THE P ROBLEM
Focusing on the vision-based navigation of autonomous
vehicles, the proposed methodology is mainly situated in
two robotic research areas: Perception of the Environment
and Local Navigation Control. Perception of the Environment performs features extraction for the VS control and
obstacles detection for reactive obstacle avoidance. In this
study, the features and obstacles are considered to be correctly
detected for all situations, since the perception is not our
main objective. However, the features used are described in
the Subsection III-B. For the local navigation control, the
robot model used and some constraints are described in the
Subsection III-A as follows.
A. Robot definitions
The vehicle control is performed by the input set defined
as u = [v1 v2 ]T , where v1 is the linear velocity of the frontwheels and v2 is the steering velocity. The robot movement is
related to its body frame {R} in relation to an inertial frame
{O}, and can be recovered by q̇ = [x˙r y˙r θ̇]T . These elements
are related by the kinematic model of a front wheel drive car,
with the Ackerman’s approximation for the steering angle φ,
given by:

 
  
x˙r
0
cos θ cos φ
 
 y˙r   sin θ cos φ 
 v1 + 0 v2 .
 =
(1)
0
 θ̇   sin φ/l 
1
0
φ̇
1 Once the IDWA uses image-based features and the 3D information of the
obstacles, this controller can also be classified as a hybrid controller in the
visual servoing context.

Fig. 2. Image frame {I} representation for the camera frame {C}. The road
lane center P (in red) is related to the boundaries δ1 and δ2 (in yellow). Its
tangent Γ (in blue), at the point D and angle offset Θ from Γ to the axis
−Y , defines the image features X, Y , and Θ.

Fig. 1. Kinematic model diagram of a front-wheel drive car centered in the
body frame {R}. The pinhole camera frame is represented in {C}.

The vehicle orientation and steering angle (θ and φ) are
positive counter-clockwise, with θ ∈] − π, π] and φ ∈
[−φmax , φmax ] (see the Fig. 1 for a complete illustration
of these variables). The origin of {R} is located at the
midpoint of the two rear wheels, which performs circular
trajectories defined by the instantaneous center of curvature
(ICC). Note that the robot linear velocity v is related to the
front wheel velocity by v = v1 cos(φ), and the angular velocity
θ̇ = v1 cos(φ)/r1 = ω is directly related to the steering angle
(see the Fig. 1). These considerations allow us to choose the
robot control input as ur = [v ω]T .
This model is an approximation used only for fast validation
of our navigation method, because it is valid only for low
speed applications. However, this low speed consideration was
a security constraint due to the extension of the test track
used during the experimental results (Section VI) and its sharp
turns. For high speed applications, a dynamic model must be
considered [23]. Moreover, using a dynamic model requires
more processing capabilities, caused by the reduced integration
time for the system state estimation. This consideration will
be left for future studies.
B. Features description
The sensor-based control of our vehicle was conceived
for monovision cameras, where image features are used to
calculate control velocities in a visual servoing approach. In
order to achieve that, the robot is considered to move in
a planar surface and also includes a fixed pinhole camera,
represented by the reference frame {C} at the Fig. 1. The
optical center position is given by (xc , yc , zc ) = (tx , ty , tz )
in the robot frame, with zc parallel to xr and a constant tilt
offset 0 < ρ < π2 related to the xr axis. The image frame {I}
for the camera at this configuration is illustrated in the Fig. 2,
where (umax , vmax ) and (2XI , 2YI ) are the image size in
pixels and in normalized perspective respectively.
This image defines a path once differentiable in IR2 on the
road lane center P between the boundaries δ1 and δ2 . For
path continuity, the vehicle must always see the lane. In our
visual servoing approach, the image features are the line (X,
Y , and Θ) formed by the tangent Γ of the path P at the point

D = (X, Y ). The angular offset Θ ∈] − π, π] is from Γ to the
axis −Y (positive counterclockwise).
Due to the camera’s tilt offset ρ and the planar surface
constraint, an image point (u, v) can be easily projected on
the road plane with relation to the robot frame, by using the
homogeneous transformation from {C} to {R}. For a pinhole
camera model, with the intrinsic parameters focal length (fx ,
fy ) and image center (cx , cy ) in pixels, the extrinsic parameters
ρ and tz , and the normalized perspective
(
xc fx
u
X = umax
−1 − cx = zc
,
(2)
yc fy
v
Y = vmax
−1 − cy = zc
the mapping between {I} and {C} is calculated by:

Xtz

xc = sin ρ+Y cos ρ
Y tz
.
yc = sin ρ+Y
cos ρ


tz
zc = sin ρ+Y
cos ρ

(3)

There are no singularities in these equations caused by a zero
on the denominator, because the planar projection is limited
to Y > − tan ρ. The intrinsic parameters (fx , fy , cx , cy ) were
acquired from the camera calibration.
IV. C ONTROL D ESIGN
In this paper we propose a new vision-based navigation
approach combining visual servoing and obstacle avoidance in
a hybrid control. The focus is on the optimality of deliberation
for road lane following and real-time reaction to environment
changes. The deliberative control will be performed by an
IBVS approach, adapted from [25] to follow the road lane,
whereas the reactive control is assured by a new IDWA. The
IDWA will also be used as a validation for the visual servoing
velocities. The goal is using the benefits of the IBVS for path
following, to keep the vehicle in the road lane center, and the
IDWA to give priority to fast obstacle avoidance maneuvers
and smooth convergence to the lane center. Note that, we have
chosen to work in the image space (IBVS) and in the 3D space
(DWA) simultaneously. By using an IBVS approach instead of
a PBVS avoids the knowledge of the path geometric model.
Moreover, this also reduce errors associated with camera
calibration, as described in [8]. It is important to mention that
the VS methodology chosen is just one between many others
which could be adapted to the present solution. This section
describes both controllers, compounding the hybrid controller
called by VS+IDWA.



A. Deliberative control: VS
This subsection recalls the formulation used by Cherubini
et al. [25] for the IBVS approach of following a line path
projected on the image frame. Considering the image frame
depicted in the Fig. 2, the features set s = [X Y Θ]T defined
by the tangent Γ, and the camera installed on the sagittal plane
of the car (ty = 0), the goal is to compute a control input to
drive these features to the final configuration X ∗ = Θ∗ = 0
and Y ∗ = YI , which means the vehicle in the center of the
lane. This is achieved considering a constant linear velocity
v = vd > 0, in accordance with the speed limit of the road,
and applying a nonlinear feedback control law in the angular
velocity of the car ω, as defined below.
Diffeomorphism between image and cartesian velocities: the
interaction matrix: The formulation is based on a row/column
controller related to the error in X/Y , as seen in the Fig. 3.
Each controller must relate the image features velocities
ṡ = [Ẋ Ẏ Θ̇]T to the robot velocities ur = [v ω]T .
Remembering that these velocities are associated to the car
control inputs, as seen in the Subsection III-A. Initially, the
image features velocities must be written in terms of the
camera frame velocities uc = [vc,x vc,y vc,z ωc,x ωc,y ωc,z ]T ,
by
ṡ = Ls uc .
(4)
This expression uses the interaction matrix Ls for the normalized perspective camera model (2), derived from [9] as:
Ls (X, Y, Θ) =



1
zc

0

0

−1
zc
CρCΘSΘ
tz

CρC 2 Θ
tz
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zc
Y
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ζCρCΘ
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,

(5)

with CΘ = cos Θ, SΘ = sin Θ, Cρ = cos ρ, and ζ =
(Y sin Θ + X cos Θ). Note that each line of Ls is related to its
respective image feature (LX , LY and LΘ ). This matrix also
requires the distance estimation between the camera and the
projected image point D in the world frame, given by (3).
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(7)

The columns of the transformation C TR , named as Tv and Tω ,
are related to the robot velocities. Once the camera is on the
sagittal plane of the car, τ = 0.
Robot control calculation: The row controller must drive
(X,Θ) to the desired state (X ∗ ,Θ∗ ), regulating the error e =
[X − X ∗ Θ − Θ∗]T to zero under the constraint Y = const =
Y ∗ . This led us to the system state equations, obtained from
combining (4), (6), and (7):



LX
LΘ
the control law is:
with Ar =

[Ẋ Θ̇]T = Ar v + Br ω,
(8)



LX
Tω . When Br 6= 0,
Tv and Br =
LΘ
ω = −Br+ (λe + Ar v),

(9)

where Br+ is the Moore-Penrose matrix pseudoinverse of Br ,
and λ = [λX λΘ ]T are positive gains.
Similarly to the row controller, the column controller must
drive (Y ,Θ) to the desired state (Y ∗ ,Θ∗ ), regulating the error
e = [Y − Y ∗ Θ − Θ∗ ]T to zero under the constraint
X = const = X ∗ . It is analogously defined changing the
row controller definitions from X to Y . The controllers are
selected regarding the features’ coordinates in the image frame
(see Fig. 3). If Y 6= YI , the column controller is applied for
X ∗ = XI , otherwise is the row controller the selected one.
This controller proposed by [25] presents some convergence
problems related to the IBVS, mainly for large initial offsets
between the robot and the line on the floor (here represented
by the road lane center). However, during the line following,
the robot presents good results, better than a position-based
approach (PBVS) [13]. For more details about the implementation and stability analysis see [13], [25]. Some studies
could be performed in order to change the control law and
improve the controller convergence. Instead of that, here we
propose the VS validation before applying its velocities in the
vehicle, avoiding large movements when far away from the
final desired setpoint. This will be performed by the reactive
controller presented next.
B. Reactive Control: IDWA

Fig. 3. Feature configuration to apply the column (a) and row (b) controllers
and their corresponding setpoints in dashed yellow.

Thus, ur may be expressed in the camera frame {C} by (6)
using the homogeneous transformation (7):
uc =C TR ur ,

(6)

The Dynamic Window Approach is a reactive obstacle
avoidance technique proposed originally by Fox et al. [6]. It
selects, between all available velocities in a Dynamic Window
search space (VDW ), the best control input by optimizing the
objective function (10):
DW A(v, ω) =α · heading(v, ω) + β · dist(v, ω)
+ γ · velocity(v).

(10)

This takes into account the weighted sum (adjusted by the
gains α, β, and γ) of three functions:

heading: based on the final orientation of the robot
regarding the goal position in the world;
• dist: which prioritize movements over the areas free of
obstacles (with the highest distance to collision); and
• velocity: with focus on the desired linear velocity setpoint.
Due to the nature of this optimization function, the DWA was
adapted to several major goals [26], [27] and different robot
types, like car-like robots [28], as well as to dynamic environments [24]. However, the robot and goal relative position to
the world were known in these studies, which are susceptible
to GPS localization problems.
To avoid these problems, we proposed a new approach for
the DWA, by considering 2D image features to guide the robot
and 3D obstacles information to avoid them. This reactive
controller was named as Image-Based Dynamic Window Approach (IDWA). Note that this technique combines 2D and 3D
data in the visual servoing context, thus the IDWA can also be
classified as a hybrid visual servoing. The originality of our
method IDWA w.r.t DWA concerns to the function heading of
the objective function (10), as explained bellow.
The IDWA functions: The heading(v, ω) function is responsible to guide the vehicle to a desired goal configuration. In the
original DWA formulations [6], heading returns high weights
for those control inputs which lead the vehicle orientation
nearest to goal position, based on the robot localization.
However, in the present VS application (Subsection IV-A) the
robot localization is not required, and the goal is to guide the
errors of the image features to zero. Extending to the DWA,
the heading function must estimate the error


Xt+△t − X ∗
et+△t =  Yt+△t − Y ∗ 
Θt+△t − Θ∗
•

in the next frame It+△t , considering (X ∗ ,Y ∗ ,Θ∗ ) as setpoint.
This is illustrated in the Fig. 4. Thus, high weights are given
to the sets of control inputs (vi , ωj ) ∈ VDW which reduce the
final error et+△t .

Fig. 4. Estimation of the image features set Γi (blue line) in the frame It+△t
applying the control inputs (v1 , ω1 ), (v2 , ω2 ) and (v3 , ω3 ). The reference
position is also represented in red, which means the vehicle in the center of
the road lane.

Recalling (4) and (6), it is possible to estimate the features
velocities ṡ in the current image frame It for all robot
control input ur ∈ VDW . Thus, by integrating each set of
velocities over the time, we estimate the features configuration
in the frame It+△t . As the row/column controllers are applied
independently, the function heading(v, ω) was divided in:
XYerror (v, ω), responsible for the row/column error (X or

Y ); and Θerror (v, ω) with the Θ error. Their final values were
calculated by:

|eX (t+△t)|

1 − eXmax , if row controller,
XYerror (v, ω) =

1 − |eY (t+△t)| ,
otherwise.
eY max
(11)
|eΘ (t + △t)|
.
(12)
π
The errors in the image frame It+△t are eX , eY , and eΘ , and
the maximum measurable errors in X and Y are eXmax and
eY max . Then, we evaluate heading(v, ω) as the sum of these
previous functions:
Θerror (v, ω) = 1 −

heading(v, ω) = α1 XYerror (v, ω) + α2 Θerror (v, ω). (13)
where α1 and α2 are the weighting parameters.
Next, the dist function is calculated by:
dist(v, ω) =

dcoll
,
dmax

where dcoll is the distance to collision given by Arras
et al. [29] for polygonal robots moving in circular trajectories.
This approach is better described in the Appendix A. The
maximal perceived distance dmax is a sensor limitation. To
allow speed variations while moving along narrow roads or
performing the obstacle avoidance, the limits of the robot
were linearly expanded regarding its speed during the dist
evaluation. This is the same consideration used in [6], [23],
creating the robot side clearance related to the speed, which
is robust to errors in the circular trajectory approximation.
The last function velocity(v) is defined based on the
desired robot linear velocity vd (from the VS approach in the
Subsection IV-A). It is constant and respects the speed limit
of the road. Thus, the objective is to return high values to
velocities near to vd to prioritize these outputs in the IDWA.
It was defined as:

v

if v ≤ vd ,


 (vd − vmin )
(14)
velocity(v) =

(vmax − v)



if v > vd ,
(vmax − vd )
where vmin and vmax are the robot minimal and maximal
reachable velocities.
The Dynamic Window search space VDW : Initially, for the
current robot velocity (va , ωa ), the Dynamic Window Vd is
defined for all reachable velocities in a time interval △t as:
Vd = {(v, ω)| v ∈ [va − v̇△t, va + v̇△t] ,

ω ∈ [ωa − ω̇△t, ωa + ω̇△t]} ,

(15)

with the robot input set ur = [v ω]T (see Subsection III-A) and
the robot accelerations (v̇, ω̇). Thus, each reachable velocity in
Vd must be classified as admissible or not due to the distance
to collision dcoll (see Appendix A), calculated by the function
dist(v, ω), and the robot maximum decelerations (v̇b , ω̇b ).
By (16), based on the Torricelli’s equation, if dcoll is bigger

than the distance required to stop the vehicle safely, then the
velocity is admissible.
p
Va = {(v, ω)| v ≤ 2 · dist(v, ω) · dmax · v̇b ,
p
(16)
ω ≤ 2 · dist(v, ω) · dmax · ω̇b } .

Finally, the Dynamic Window search space is computed
considering the current speed of the vehicle, the maximum
accelerations and decelerations, the physical limits, and the
obstacles in the environment by (17).
VDW = Vd ∩ Va ∩ Vs ,

(17)

where Vs is the set of points that satisfy the maximum velocity
constraints vmax and ωmax . By discretizing the search space
VDW , a velocity is selected following the criteria presented
by the objective function (10). The discretization considers
the smallest ∆φ and ∆v which significantly contributes to the
vehicle navigation. In addition, the stabilization time required
for the vehicle actuators are observed when defining the final
△t. An example of VDW is shown in the Fig. 5, where wa
was converted in φa for visualization purposes.

Fig. 5. Example of a Dynamic Window VDW (b) calculated for a certain
vehicle state in (a). The vehicle is illustrated by the red rectangle, where
the obstacle (blue) and road boundaries are detected by a laser (pink dots)
projected in an occupancy grid [30]. In (b), va and φa are the current linear
velocity and steering angle of the vehicle, resulting the VDW in green.

C. Hybrid Control: VS+IDWA
The VS methodology presented in the Subsection IV-A
does not guarantee safety to the car movement, for its main
objective is only the road lane following. To achieve that, it
neglects the obstacles information and the vehicle dimensions,
allowing movements out of the road surface or directly throw
an obstacle. The IDWA, otherwise, has opposite tasks defined
by the functions heading and dist, which can compromise
the optimal road following. Due to this, we combine both
controllers in the hybrid solution VS+IDWA proposed in this
study. In this controller, the VS output is validated before being
applied in the vehicle.
The equation (17) defines the IDWA search space VDW ,
with all reachable velocities available in a time interval △t.
Basically, if the VS velocities (vV S , ωV S ) are not in the
current VDW , a new control input is calculated by the objective
function defined in (10). In order to increase the robot reaction
against obstacles, a maximal distance to collision (dV S ), for
the VS velocities, was added to this evaluation. Thus, the VS
velocities will be considered valid if:
dV S
(vV S , ωV S ) ∈ VDW and dist(vV S , ωV S ) >
. (18)
dmax

V. C ONVERGENCE A NALYSIS
To analyze the convergence of the current approach, it
is necessary to define the expected objectives of the local
navigation approach. Since we are not using global motion
planning to assure global convergence or local minima-free
movements, three local objectives were set:
1) Stabilize in the road lane center and follow it when there
are no obstacles;
2) Change to the next free lateral lane if available;
3) Stop when there are no available options.
These are the same main tasks that a human driver must
deal with when navigating in a road to get to the next
intersection. For all tasks it is considered that the perception
of the environment is able to define the right free-lane setpoint
to follow.
The first main task (1) is guaranteed by the deliberative
control (VS), for its stabilization is proved by Cherubini
et al. [25]. The next task (2) is performed by the hybrid
controller VS+IDWA, when there are obstacles in the current
lane and the robot must avoid all obstacles and limits of
the road to converge to the next desired setpoint. Similarly
to [26], where a global planning was used with the DWA
to guide the robot with no local minimas, the IDWA uses
the VS equations to move toward to the next image setpoint.
Note that, for the IDWA, following the road lane and avoiding
an obstacle in the same lane are opposite tasks. Thus, if we
want a reactive obstacle avoidance, we must reduce the gain
for road lane following (heading function) and consequently
affect the robot stabilization in the lane center. Here is the
main contribution of associating the deliberative controller VS
with the IDWA, because when the robot is closer to the next
desired setpoint, the VS starts to actuate and the condition
(1) guarantees the robot stabilization in the road lane center.
Finally, the task (3) is performed when there are no available
options, since the IDWA moves the vehicle just before collide
and all control inputs are not allowed. In the next section,
these situations will be illustrated with some experiments.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The proposed controller was implemented in both simulation and real car-like robot. The experiments setup and results
are shown next.
A. Experiments setup
To validate the navigation methodology proposed, both
simulation and real environment were adjusted with the same
parameters. They use the kinematic model (1) to represent the
vehicle movement and the same kinematics constraints, and
some actuators dynamics from our full actuated electric car
APACHE of the Fig. 6. For the perception of the environment,
the vehicle uses a monocular camera with a focal length of
1.8 mm and large field of view (≃ 140◦ ) to detect the road
lane center features, as described in Subsection III-B. The
camera is on the robot sagittal plane in a rigid structure with
(tx , ty , tz ) = (1.54, 0.0, 1.62) m and tilt offset ρ ≃ 9.5◦ . It
also detects obstacles with a laser sensor with 180◦ of coverage

Fig. 6. Fully actuated electric car APACHE with some available resources.

(for simulation experiments) or a stereo vision camera (for
real experiments). The laser is located in front of the vehicle
at (tx , ty ) = (3.43, 0.0) m and the stereo camera is at
(tx , ty , tz ) = (1.60, 0.29, 1.60) m with the same tilt offset of
the monocular one. To extend, filter, and fuse the perception
data, all the detected elements are represented in an occupancy
grid locally constructed around the robot [30]. The grid range
is up to dmax = 30 m and the maximal distance to collision
for the VS velocities was defined to dV S = 20 m, which gives
enough space for reactive maneuvers in low speed.

Fig. 7. Simulation result for the VS controller performing the road lane
following with λ = 0.3 (a), λ = 0.5 (b), and λ = 0.7 (c). The left column
illustrates the car movement in this environment, where in yellow is the initial
pose and in red the instantaneous positions for a clockwise movement. In the
column of the middle is the error evolution of the image features and in
the column of the right is the steering wheel velocity output (v2 ) during the
experiments.

B. Simulation experiments
Simulation is an important resource that aggregates several
possibilities of experiments, which could be hard to execute
in a real environment. It also allows an easy visualization of
the VS control parameters influence and the IDWA validation
during the robot navigation. The robot speed was limited
to 3m/s due to the kinematic model approximations. The
reference was always set to the center of the right lane, similar
to the Fig. 2. With this setup, we checked the influence of the
VS and IDWA gains in the final VS+IDWA result, and then
we performed a quantitative comparison between IDWA and
the VS+IDWA. For a better visual explanation, the vehicle
pose (red rectangles) were left in all figures to illustrate its
movement during these experiments. These rectangles also
give a speed notion during the vehicle movement, where more
spaced they are, higher is the final speed. It is important to
note that in our approach there is not a priori path planning.
Influence of the VS gain: The Fig. 7 was created to
understand the influence of the gain on the VS approach. It
shows the simulation results for some λ values to track the
road lane center, without considering any obstacles on the
way. In this figure it is possible to see the errors decreasing
when increasing λ, which is evidenced by the Table I with
the mean square error (MSE) of the image features. However,
high λ values also mean large control output variations, mainly
when the features present significant errors, as illustrated in the
same figure. Increasing the λ, the steering velocity v2 reached
several times the maximum value (|v2max |) and frequently
changed the signal, resulting in uncomfortable behavior for
a human driver.
Moreover, this figure shows that the VS approach is not
robust for path reaching, because it results in large overshoots
on the final movement. Differently for path following, where
the lateral error is reduced and the robot can track the road

TABLE I
VS GAIN λ EVALUATION .

λ
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

M SEX
0.512
0.175
0.117
0.096
0.090

M SEΘ
0.302
0.197
0.156
0.146
0.152

lane with better precision. The convergence problem is mainly
caused by the large v2 commands, which do not consider
the road boundaries and obstacles, neither the linear velocity
changing to reduce the overshoot.
There are many possibilities to adjust the gain for this VS
approach. The one used in [25], e.g., considered a variable
exponential gain related to the error of the image features,
reducing the gain when the higher is the error. Although applying this gain resulted in small overshoots while converging
to the center of the lane, it presents some problems when
following the lane center in the curves. This is a similar
result to the one illustrated in the Fig. 7(a). They also showed
that there is a relation between the gain and the maximum
curvature of the path, which is limited by the robot kinematic
constraints (see the ICC in the Fig. 1).
Instead of dynamic adjusting the gain, it is possible to
reduce the overshoot by validating the VS control outputs in
the IDWA. In order to do that, we considered the final λ = 0.5,
to take advantage of the path following capabilities of the VS
controller (Fig. 7(b)). It is important to mention that drifting
away the tangent estimation point D (see the Fig. 2) can also
be used to anticipate the vehicle reaction to different path
curvatures and reduce the problem observed in the Fig. 7(a).

Influence of the IDWA gains: Before applying the complete
VS+IDWA solution, the gains α, β, and γ associated with
the IDWA must be tuned. However, there are no metrics
to evaluate these gains during a reactive obstacle avoidance
maneuver, because it is a user’s choice to define what the
best reaction to the robot is (e.g. overtaking or just stopping
near the obstacle). The IDWA functions control the final robot
reaction, and then by enabling these gains one by one it is
possible to understand their influence and finally adjust them.
The vehicle movement of the Fig. 8(a) is acquired from
adding some obstacles to the simulation environment and using
only the heading function, composed by XYerror and Θerror .
This function prioritize only the road lane following until stop
near an obstacle or in a situation where the error cannot be
reduced, as shown in this figure. The function dist (Fig. 8(b)),
on the other hand, results in a movement over the regions free
of obstacles but without any goal or speed definition. This
leads the vehicle to stop in a region equidistant from other
obstacles or moves with low velocities. The effect associated
to the function velocity is to emphasize the linear velocities
commands near to vd . This results in a movement closer to
the obstacles, with abrupt maneuvers to avoid them, as shown
in the Fig. 8(c). All functions together with no adjustment
result in the Fig. 8(d). With this configuration, the robot gives
priority to reduce the error in the image features until stop
near to an obstacle.

Fig. 8. Influence of the gains associated with the IDWA when performing a
reactive obstacle avoidance. Initially, only the functions XYerror and Θerror
were enabled in (a), dist in (b), and velocity (c). Finally, all the gains were
enabled in (d), with α1 = α2 = β = γ = 1.0. The car initial pose
is represented in yellow, the obstacles are in blue, and in red are the car
instantaneous positions for a clockwise movement.

By comparing the movements presented in the Fig. 8, we
can see that the heading function showed an opposite result to
those from dist and velocity. This is caused by the opposition
between follow the road lane and avoid the obstacles on
the same road lane. However, when these functions were
combined with similar gains, the vehicle was able to perform
the road lane following, with the linear velocity close to vd ,
and avoiding the collision with the obstacle situated on the
lane. Since the main objective for the IDWA is the smooth
obstacle overtaking with high velocities, in the Fig. 9 the
previous gains were adjusted one by one regarding this final
objective.

Fig. 9. Tuning process for the gains associated with the IDWA, where: (a)
α1 = α2 = 0.1, β = 1.0, and γ = 1.0; (b) α1 = α2 = 0.1, β = 1.0, and
γ = 3.0; and (c) α1 = α2 = 0.1, β = 2.0, and γ = 3.0. The car initial
pose is represented in yellow, the obstacles are in blue, and in red are the car
instantaneous positions for a clockwise movement.

Initially, we reduced the XYerror and Θerror gains α1 =
α2 = 0.1 (Fig. 9(a)) to avoid the native opposition between
heading and the other functions of the IDWA (Section V).
Although avoiding obstacles, this configuration reduced considerably the car linear velocity (v1 ) during the maneuvers
(after 10 seconds and 30 seconds of simulation). In this
context, we increased the velocity gain γ = 3.0 in the
Fig. 9(b). However, the distance to the obstacles were very
close during the overtaking, forcing the velocity to be reduced
around 30 seconds of simulation. Thus, the distance to the
obstacles was enhanced by the gain β = 2.0, resulting in the
Fig. 9(c). The final configuration was set to α1 = α2 = 0.1,
β = 2.0, and γ = 3.0. Note that the steering velocity v2 varies
smoothly in all configurations presented in this figure.
VS+IDWA versus IDWA: With the previous selected gains
(λ = 0.5, α1 = α2 = 0.1, β = 2.0, and γ = 3.0), an important
difference between the results from VS+IDWA and IDWA may
be observed, as shown in the Fig. 10 and explained as follows.
When performing the reach and following, both controllers are
able to converge to the right lane center in the same time (0
to 15 seconds of simulation). However, following the right
lane center (15 to 30 seconds of simulation), the deliberative
control part of the VS+IDWA results in a small error in the
image features than the IDWA controller. This is only possible
because the VS controller has no opposition following the road
lane center, different from the IDWA which always regards
the distance to collision and the robot velocity to calculate
the vehicle control input. This is proved calculating the MSE
for both simulations (see Fig. 10). This difference can also
be observed in several points of the Fig. 11, mainly on the
dashed boxes I and II. In all cases, the setpoint was defined as
the road lane center on the right side, when there are visible
marks, or the road center otherwise.

Fig. 12. Robot course (red line) for the local navigation experiments at the
SEVILLE test track. All experiments start in the arrow.

Fig. 10. Comparison between the vehicle lane convergence and following
using the IDWA (a) and the VS+IDWA (b) controllers, with the error of the
image features and the MSE. The car initial pose is represented in yellow and
the car instantaneous positions are in red for a left to right movement.

Fig. 13. System diagram for the experimental vehicle APACHE.

Fig. 11. Comparative movement using only the reactive controller IDWA (a)
and the complete solution VS+IDWA (b). The difference is mainly observed
for the road lane following task in the dashed box I and II. The car initial pose
is represented in yellow, the obstacles are in blue, and the car instantaneous
positions are in red for a clockwise movement.

C. Real car-like robot experiments
Three experiments (Exp. I-III) were performed with the
real car-like robot APACHE (Fig. 6) in order to validate
the VS+IDWA control approach. They were performed with
the same setup of the previous simulation results (λ = 0.5,
α1 = α2 = 0.1, β = 2.0, and γ = 3.0), at the SEVILLE test
track illustrated in the Fig. 12. In all cases, the vehicle must
move in the road center respecting the road boundaries and
the desired linear velocity vd (limited for security reasons).
The visual servoing task is defined by a yellow line and the
reference by a dotted red line in the images. These experiments
and the APACHE system are explained as follow.
The experimental car-like robot: The experimental car is
a full actuated Renault Zoe, hereby appointed APACHE and
presented in the Fig. 6. This figure illustrates some available
resources in this vehicle, like CAN bus access for low level
control (steering, acceleration, and brake) and access to proprioceptive information, exteroceptive sensors for perception

of the environment, and computers for data processing and
control. In addition, this is an electric car which aggregates
some benefits in the linear speed control, since it does not
requires a gearbox.
With these available resources, the solution was structured
in the diagram of Fig. 13. The box PC represents an embedded
computer which implements the environment perception [31],
with the setup presented in the Subsection VI-A, the hybrid
controller VS+IDWA, and a controller for the linear and
steering velocities. The entire system runs in approximately
10 Hz with an Intel Core I7–3610QE CPU (2.30 GHz).
Exp. I - Road lane center tracking: The experiment I
considered the road lane center reach and following, where the
robot starts away from the final objective, as presented in the
image sequence of the Fig. 14(a). The desired linear velocity
vd was set to 3.61 m/s (or 13 km/h). The Fig. 14(b)-(c) shows
the evolution of the error in the image features, converging to
the zero condition at the center of the image (red dotted line
in the Fig. 14(a)). Note that, even with large variations in the
features set (first 7 seconds of Fig. 14(b)-(c)), the robot was
able to accomplish its task in security.
During the car navigation, the VS validation in the IDWA
is observed in the Fig. 14(d)-(e). In these figures, the VS
curve represents only the deliberative control calculations, on
the other hand the VS+IDWA curve is the final result after

Fig. 14. Road center tracking experiment (I) applying the VS+IDWA, where
(a) presents some detected image features in sequence during the experiment,
(b) and (c) show the evolution of the X, Y , and θ errors. The vehicle control
inputs calculated by VS and the VS+IDWA are in (d) and (e).

validation in equation (18). When the curves are different, it
means that the vehicle control input is given by the reactive
part of the VS+IDWA controller. In the first 15 seconds, the
errors in the features set result in large control outputs for
the VS, invalidating these outputs. Thus, the IDWA reacts
changing the v1 and v2 values in order to slowly converge
the car to the road center. After 15 seconds of experiment,
the VS control is valid and guarantees a better error reduction
than the IDWA approach, as proved in the simulation results
of Figs. 10 and 11. Similarly to a human driver behavior, the
vehicle control inputs were performed smoothly during the
experiment, even in the presence of features variations like in
the second image top-down of Fig. 14(a), validating the gains
tuned in simulation.
Exp. II - Road following with obstacle avoidance: In the
second experiment (II) the reactive capability of the controller
was analyzed during an obstacle avoidance maneuver. For this
purpose, a person was placed on the way to force the reactive
obstacle avoidance. In the image sequence of the Fig. 15(a)
it is possible to see the car avoiding the person and moving
safely at the maximum speed of vd = 1.5 m/s (or 5.4 km/h).

In the Fig. 15(b)-(e), the obstacle avoidance is related to the
first 23 seconds, where the VS outputs are invalid. The last 2
seconds were free from frontal obstacles and the VS+IDWA
returned the valid VS outputs. Similarly to the experiment
I, the VS+IDWA always provided smooth vehicle control
inputs, improving the comfort sensation for the passengers
(Fig. 15(d)-(e)).
1) Exp. III - Road following with collision avoidance: The
third experiment (III) was performed to check the collision
avoidance by the reactive system when there is no other
possibility to go. In addition, the desired linear velocity
was increased to 2.7 m/s (or 10 km/h) to check the final
acceleration/deceleration applied to the car. The person was
so positioned in the middle of the road, blocking completely
the robot way to force it to stop. In the image sequence of the
Fig. 16(a), the car follows the road lane center until stop just
in front of the person.

Fig. 16. Road center following with collision avoidance experiment (III)
applying the VS+IDWA, where (a) presents some detected image features in
sequence during the experiment with the obstacle indicated by the red arrow
blocking the road, (b) and (c) show the evolution of the X, Y , and θ errors.
The vehicle control inputs calculated by the VS and VS+IDWA are in (d) and
(e).

Once the road center is obstructed, the image features
detection vary considerably during the vehicle movement
(Fig. 16(b)-(c)), but the VS+IDWA always avoided hard
movements which could lead the vehicle out of the road.
We can note the acceleration and deceleration applied in the
linear velocity control, taking almost the same time to go
from 0 to 2.7m/s and vice-versa (Fig. 16(d)-(e)). In practical
situations, the robot reaction depends on the actuator dynamics
considered during the VS+IDWA calculation.
For a better visualization of the local navigation control
capabilities, a complete video sequence, including some experiments described here, is available in [32].
VII. C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 15. Road center following with obstacle avoidance experiment (II)
applying the VS+IDWA, where (a) presents some detected image features
in sequence during the experiment with the obstacle indicated by the red
arrow, (b) and (c) show the evolution of the X, Y , and θ errors. The vehicle
control inputs calculated by the VS and VS+IDWA are in (d) and (e).

AND

F UTURE W ORKS

This study presented a new hybrid controller for visionbased local navigation of car-like robots in urban environment.
By combining a Visual Servoing (VS) approach, as deliberative control, and the Image-based Dynamic Window Approach
(IDWA), as reactive control, it allowed the road lane following
with obstacle avoidance by our experimental vehicle. By using
only the VS controller it is not possible to guarantee the

accomplishment of the local navigation task, caused by some
limitations such as: the path reaching problems, the constant
linear velocity, and the obstacles in the environment. However,
validating the VS outputs in the IDWA assured the safety
of the VS approach. In addition, if the VS outputs are not
allowed, the IDWA optimization function gives us a reactive
alternative to safely complete the navigation task. Moreover,
the VS control avoided the inherent opposition presented in
the IDWA functions while following the road lane center.
Several tests were performed in the simulation environment
over Matlab considering the car kinematics constraints, and
some dynamics and sensors limitations, which provided a solid
validation for the proposed solution. In this environment, a
complete analysis about the controller gains was performed
for a better setup. Experiments in the real electric car-like
robot APACHE showed the viability of the proposed methodology for local navigation with smooth control behavior. The
complete strategy have integrated several resources from the
car and environment perception systems.
It is important to mention that other VS techniques could be
integrated with the present solution to allow, e.g., vehicle platooning and navigation in different scenarios. Due to the nature
of this methodology, it can be applied with low-cost sensors
and independent of high precision localization system. Based
on these benefits, future studies will integrate this controller in
a global navigation methodology, as the one proposed in [33],
using low-cost sensors and our experimental vehicle. To do so,
more accurate experiments must be performed, considering
a dynamic model to increase the vehicle speed and some
improvements in the environment perception layer to allow
dynamic environments and reduce the features and obstacles
detection variations.

Accordingly to the Fig. 17, the obstacle point O describes
a circular trajectory (dashed line) with the same center of the
robot frame trajectory (continuous line), defined as:
2
rO
= x2coll + (ycoll − r)2 .

A PPENDIX A. D ISTANCE TO COLLISION CALCULATION
This Appendix presents the Distance to Collision (dcoll )
formulation proposed by [29] for polygonal robots, such as
car-like robots, moving in circular trajectories. Considering
the robot body frame {R}, the objective is to describe the
trajectory that an obstacle point O performs in {R}. Thus,
the expected collision point P into the robot can be estimated
by the intersection of the robot dimensions with the trajectory
of O. To calculate this trajectory, some vectors (19) and
variables (20) are defined as in the Fig. 17.
−→ −
→ −
→
PC = P − C ,
−→ −
→ −
→
(19)
OC = O − C ,
→ −
→
−→ −
RC = R − C ,
→
−
|r| = C ,
(20)

All vectors are represented in the initial frame (x, y, θ, φ) =
(0, 0, 0, φ) and depend on the velocity of the front wheel v1 ,
the steering angle φ, and the obstacles’ data.

(21)

where rO is the circle’s radius given by the length of the
−→
vector OC . For each side of the car, the collision point P =
(xcoll , ycoll ) is acquired by the following equation systems:
- Front side, with ycoll ∈ [YRIGHT , YLEF T ]

√2
2
2
x2coll +(ycoll −r)2 =rO
−XF
ycoll =r± rO
RON T
(22)
⇒
xcoll =XF RON T

xcoll =XF RON T

- Left side, with xcoll ∈ [XBACK , XF RON T ]

√2
2
xcoll =± rO
x2coll +(ycoll −r)2 =rO
−(YLEF T −r)2
⇒
ycoll =YLEF T

ycoll =YLEF T

- Right side, with xcoll ∈ [XBACK , XF RON T ]

√2
2
xcoll =± rO
x2coll +(ycoll −r)2 =rO
−(YRIGHT −r)2
⇒
yc =YRIGHT

A PPENDIX

ω = v1 cos(φ)/r = θ̇,
v = v1 cos φ,
r = v/ω,
−→
rO = OC .

Fig. 17. Circular trajectory of a point O (dashed line) described in the robot
frame {R} (continuous line). If P is on the robot contours, the distance to
−→
−→
collision is the arc length between PC and OC .

ycoll =YRIGHT

- Back side, with ycoll ∈ [YRIGHT , YLEF T ]

√2
2
2
y
=r± rO
x2coll +(ycoll −r)2 =rO
−XBACK
⇒ coll
xcoll =XBACK

xcoll =XBACK

(23)

(24)

(25)

Note that, only the real solutions represent a collision in the
point P . The distance of each collision point can be calculated
−→
−→
by the angle α formed between the vectors PC and OC as:
d = α · r.

(26)

Once the obstacle point O can collide in more than one point
in the robot contour, the final distance to collision dcoll is the
smallest distance between all possible ones:
dcoll = min (dF RON T , dLEF T , dRIGHT , dBACK ).

(27)
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